READING A RULER  

NAME ________________

Date ___/___/___  
Period _______  
St. # _____

============================================

BE SURE TO CHECK EACH INSTRUCTION WHEN YOU COMPLETE IT.

1. Place your ruler on Line AB. Measure 2-1/4" across from Point A. Make a dot to mark this point. Call it Point E.
2. Place your ruler on Line BD. Measure down 3-3/4" from Point B. Make a dot to mark this point. Call it Point F.
3. On Line BD, measure down 5-1/4" from Point B. Make a dot to mark this point. Call it Point G.
4. On Line BD, measure down 6" from Point B. Make a dot to mark this point. Call it Point H.
5. Point I is on Line AC, 6-3/4" from Point A.
6. Point J is on Line AC, 4-3/4" from Point A.
7. Point K is on Line AC, 3-1/4" from Point A.
8. Draw a line to connect Point J with Point G.
9. Draw a line to connect Point I with Point H.
10. Draw a line to connect Point E with Point F.
11. Draw a line to connect Point E with Point G.
12. Draw a line to connect Point E with Point K.
13. Draw a line to connect Point E with Point H.
14. Draw a line to connect Point M with Point E. Make a dot to make this point. Call it Point L.
15. Draw a line to connect Point M with Point E. Make a dot to mark this point. Call it Point N.
16. Draw a line to connect Point M with Point E. Make a dot to mark this point. Call it Point O.
17. Draw a line to connect Point M with Point E. Make a dot to mark this point. Call it Point P.

What does your picture show? ________________

END